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ANNAKIN’S NEW ALBUM  «THE END OF ETERNITY» 

Annakin’s songwriting intention for «The End of Eternity» was to write beat 
driven tracks. After the first studio session it became clear that on top of 
containing some massive beats, it would be a modern triphop album. The 
outcome is an emotional, playful and mature work of art in which the Swiss 
singer and composer’s vast musical experience is can be heard.  

In «Checkmate» for example, Annakin describes a game of chess and artistically 
moves the plot onto a battle field. This poetic masterpiece is full of suspense and 
a musical source of energy. She manages to keep up the dynamics of the song till 
the end when the opponent is defeated /checkmate. In «Night Light» the music 
remains filmic and rhythmical with the difference that jazz and dub elements are 
added. «Shut Boxes» contains a completely different quality and is outer worldly; 
the high intensity, the melody and Annakin’s hauntingly beautiful voice make 
this track one of the strongest on the album. With the poetic «On Fire» Annakin 
takes us on an acoustic trip. Soon afterwards she contrasts this quiet song with 
the rumble and thunder of distorted guitars and the heavy drums of «Hard to 
Beat». The album ends with the wonderfully devoted «Here is to you», a song 
about the perils of the music business.  
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Alongside Annakin, a handful of highly acclaimed musicians took part in the production of «The End o Eternity». It is Annakin’s fourth 
collaboration with the London based Frenchman Dimitri Tikovoi. His musical genius, his sense of humor and his uncomplicated way of 
working were the main reasons why Annakin decided to collaborate with Tikovoi again. His quick understanding of her music, his way of 
enriching the tracks with more instruments where necessary or changing whole arrangements like he did in «Nocturne» or altering the 
sound of what is already there, helps to lift the Swiss musician’s music to a higher level.  

Session musicians complement the album with some warm elements: Rick Hornby’s captivating guitar play on «On Fire» and «Checkmate» 
provide these songs with the perfect organic sound. The melody of the Wurlitzer that Oliver Parfitt plays on «Shut Boxes» is partly 
responsible for this track being so strong. Bubba McCarthy contributes his distinctive and colorful keyboard and piano play on more than half 
of the tracks on the album and thus adds a lot of charisma to the songs. His low piano chords on the title track « The End of Eternity » contrast 
the harp arpeggio and Annakin’s crystal clear voice. In this song she alludes to the contradiction between the melting of the eternal ice, the 
permafrost, and the implication of the end of eternity. On the album cover, Annakin is depicted looking at the alpine Vadret Pers, the lost 
glacier, which received its name long before it started to melt. 

Annakin is the singer of the former Trip Hop group Swandive. The band was highly acclaimed throughout Europe. Since their split up in 2002 
Annakin has released 6 albums, all of which entered the Swiss album charts. She has received numerous awards and nominations for her 
music. With the album «The End of Eternity» she is going back to her roots. 

Track List: 

Home   4’14’’ 
Checkmate  3’06’’ 
Night Light  3’35’’ 
Shut Boxes  4’25’’ 
The End of Eternity 3’46’’ 
On Fire   4’02’’ 
Hard to Beat  3’08’’ 
Nocturne   3’51’’ 
Behind the Curtain 3’27’’ 
Here is to You  4’55’’ 
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